
Mendocino County Board of Supervisors                    October 18, 2022 
501 Low Gap Road 
Ukiah, CA 95482 

Re: Item 4d for 10/18 - Cannabis Applicant Appeal Process
______________________________________________________

Honorable Supervisors:

MCA is in full support of the Board establishing an appeals process in accordance with
language and allowances in the Mitigated Negative Declaration. We appreciate being able to
add certain considerations that will render the appeals process more effective and meaningful
for permit applicants.

Hannah Nelson’s previously submitted memo on this Agenda item1 (which for some reason was
not included in the materials provided for this item today) points to certain provisions within the
proposed ordinance that are lacking in basic fairness, such as there being no provision for a
Stay of Denial during an appeal for cannabis operators while County code allows such a Stay
for tobacco retailers, and the lack of ability for an applicant to provide additional materials to the
Hearing Officer that may be relevant to the proceedings.

The appeals process established as a result of this agenda item must be meaningful and
responsive to the realities on the ground for operators who have been working and paying into
this constantly changing program in good faith for over 5 years, and who deserve every
opportunity to maintain their legal status while minimizing the harm to their already challenged
businesses.

We sincerely hope the Board will review Ms. Nelson’s memo in line by line detail and provide
the appropriate direction to County Counsel to bring back a significant revision to this proposal
once the General Government Committee brings their recommendation for the administration of
the Vegetation Modification exception. To be clear, we strongly object to the passing of this
proposal as it is written.

Thank you for your consideration of these important items.

Sincerely,
Mendocino Cannabis Alliance
e: info@mendocannabis.com

1 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SmscCc11H1GCwJMsDzpPTG4lzSal-fpN/view?usp=sharing
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